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Application Analytics
On this page:

How Application Analytics extends AppDynamics APM
Application Analytics Features

Watch the video:

Analytics Demo

AppDynamics Application Analytics helps you to answer questions about your application such as:

How many users experienced failed checkout transactions in the last 24 hours, how much
revenue was lost because of these failures, and how is that revenue distributed across
different product categories?
What is your revenue for the day for a geographical region?
What was the revenue impact by product category associated with the two marketing
campaigns we ran last week?

As a separately licensed product module for the AppDynamics Application Intelligence Platform,
AppDynamics Application Analytics enhances and extends AppDynamics APM, EUEM, and other
monitoring product modules. All the AppDynamics product modules run on top of the
AppDynamics Application Intelligence Platform and hence benefit from common platform features,
such as a unified, easy-to-use user interface.  

How Application Analytics extends AppDynamics APM

Your AppDynamics APM instance already gives you the ability to collect some business data via
the activity in your system.  By using  and Method Invocation and HTTP Request Data Collectors In

, you can extend the standard APM dataset, customizing the data you collect.formation Points

Data Collectors add custom numeric and string data related to the application whenever a
transaction snapshot is taken.

Information Points add custom application-wide standard numeric business data metrics.

However, both these data collection approaches are limited in their ability to power comprehensive
business analytics:

Data Collectors are designed to aid troubleshooting by collecting information on discrete
 events. The data is only collected some of the time. problematic

Information Points are largely based on  numeric values, and provide only aaggregated
limited ability to drill down into the original data. 

Application Analytics gives you the ability to collect a rich set of data from   the traffic that passesall
through your application environment, without having to specify the information to collect in
advance. It structures the information so you can search the data and slice and dice it on any field
(such as location, price, or date and time), letting you discover patterns in your data that you didn't
necessarily know to look for. 

http://vimeo.com/114727829
https://docs.appdynamics.com/display/PRO40/Detect+Problems+Caused+by+Application+Data
https://docs.appdynamics.com/display/PRO40/Business+Metrics
https://docs.appdynamics.com/display/PRO40/Business+Metrics
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Further, data for  transaction is collected by Application Analytics across each layer of yourevery
distributed application. You can view the raw data set for  transaction that occurred within theany
data retention time. This gives you the ability to analyze the business impact of every event,
and learn about how your customers use your application. 

Like AppDynamics APM, deploying Application Analytics requires no change to application code.
You need only enable a small plugin to the App Agents you have already deployed. Any Data
Collectors you have defined that previously collected data only for snapshots are now used to
collect business data in methods for  transaction and you can add additional ones just forevery
your Analytics work.

Application Analytics Features

AppDynamics Application Analytics consists of Transaction Analytics, Log Analytics, and User
Activity Analytics(beta): 

Transaction Analytics collects and makes available for analysis the raw business data
passing through your application environment as part of every business transaction. The
data sources are divided into 3 groups:

Default performance data: Application name, Business Transaction name, Tier name,
Node name, Business Transaction Response time, User experience (NORMAL,
SLOW, VERY SLOW, STALL or ERROR), and Database and Remote Service calls
are collected by default.
HTTP-based data: The request URL, Session ID, and User Principal (if available) can
be collected via the Default HTTP Request Data Collector.  Additional data, such as
query parameters or cookies, can be added through configuration.
Code-based data: Any information collected by Method Invocation Data Collectors,
 such as method parameters or returned values, can be added. 

For more information on these data source types, see .  ToConfigure Data Collectors
understand how they are enabled in the context of Application Analytics, see Configure

 in Transaction Analytics Installing Agent-Side Components

Log Analytics presents information retrieved from log files. You can search and analyze log
data just as you do transaction data. AppDynamics Application Analytics works out of the
box with the syslog format and can be easily configured for other log formats. You can
capture other log formats by setting up a regular expression based mapping. For more
information, see   in  . Configure Log Analytics Installing Agent-Side Components
User Activity Analytics (in  ) presents information collected from   ibeta for  4.0.1 Web EUEM
n a more flexible search format than in the main EUEM screens. 

 

Deployment Options and Scenarios

On this page:

SaaS or On-Premise?
Agent Side Components

https://docs.appdynamics.com/display/PRO40/Configure+Data+Collectors
https://docs.appdynamics.com/display/PRO40/Web+EUEM
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Deploying Analytics Agents to Multiple Nodes 
Server Side Components
Deployment Options Summary
Download the Software

 

Application Analytics is built on top of the AppDynamics platform. It relies on common components
of the platform and adds a few of its own. The exact components you need to install and the steps
for doing so depend upon your environment and your requirements. This section outlines some of
those considerations and scenarios.

SaaS or On-Premise?

The first deployment question you need to consider is whether to use SaaS or On-Premise
AppDynamics Analytics. You should note the following:

SaaS Deployment Option is Generally Available in AppDynamics 4.0.0 Release

On-Premise is Generally Available in AppDynamics 4.0.1 Release. 

With SaaS, AppDynamics stores the data and hosts the server components of the system for you.
In the on-premise approach, you host the components yourself, storing all data on-premises.
These differences are: 

For SaaS, you only need to install the application agent components of the system, as
described in  .Agent Side Components
For On-Premise, you need to install the     the server componentsAgent Side Components and
described in  . The on-premise deployment involves more setupServer Side Components
and administration, but it allows you to retain all analytics data within your own data center.  

Agent Side Components

Whether using SaaS or On-Premise Application Analytics, you need to deploy (or enable)
components that provide Analytics functionality to the parts of the system that reside in your
application environment. These appear on the left side of the diagram.
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As numbered, the agent components are:  

 AppDynamics App Agent: Application Analytics relies upon the same App Agent that

AppDynamics APM uses. If you already use AppDynamics APM, you likely already have
these deployed to your monitored applications.

 Application Analytics Agent: The Analytics Agent collects data from one or more App

Agents and sends it to the Analytics Processor. It also reads and transmits log data from log
files from the local machine.  For Java installations, this functionality is provided by an
extension of the Standalone Machine Agent and is embedded in the Standalone Machine
Agent binary distribution.  For .NET, a separate Java application called "AppDynamics
Analytics Agent for .NET" must be downloaded and installed.

 For SaaS-based installations, the connection between the Agent and the Analytics
Processor in the cloud takes place over ports 80 (HTTP) and 443 (HTTPS).  For on-premise
installations, the port on which the Processor receives data from the Agent is configured
during installation.

 Analytics Plugin to the App Agent: The Analytics Plugin extends App Agent functionality

so that it can collect and forward data to the Analytics Agent.  It is built into the 4.0 version of
the Java and .NET App Agents, but is not enabled by default.  No additional download is
needed here.

 The Controller and the Analytics Processor are on separate hosts.

Deploying Analytics Agents to Multiple Nodes 

A real world scenario is unlikely to consist of a single monitored node, as shown in the diagram
above. It usually consists of many applications deployed over many hosts. 

While the main App Agent continues to send data to the AppDynamics Controller in the normal
way, the Analytics Plugin, once enabled, sends its data to the Analytics Agent component.   This
component runs in a separate JVM process in the local environment or network, either as part of
the Standalone Machine Agent or on its own. 

There must be at least one Analytics Agent in the monitored environment, although multiple Agent
plugins collecting only transaction data can share a single Analytics Agent, as shown in the figure.
However, each machine from which you wish to gather log data must have its own Standalone
Machine Agent with the Analytics Agent enabled. 
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In this example, hosts 1-3 are collecting only transaction data, so only App Agents are required.
 Each connects to the Analytics Agent on host 4, where log information is also being collected.
(The Analytics Agents could also reside on the same machines as each App Agents.) On host 5,
only log data is being collected, so an Analytics Agent is also necessary there.  

 The Controller and the Analytics Processor are on separate hosts.

Server Side Components

To set up AppDynamics Analytics on-premise, you also need to install the server parts of the
system, the AppDynamics Controller and the Analytics Processor.  

The following figure depicts the basic components of an On-Premises deployment:
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1.  

2.  

 

The server components add the following to the deployment:  

 AppDynamics Controller: The heart of an AppDynamics deployment, the Controller

processes and presents the information gathered by the agents. 

 Analytics Processor: The server side component of Application Analytics, it gathers and

stores data from the Analytics Agents and, if you have End User Monitoring, the  EUM
Server, allows the Controller UI to run queries on that data.  

 The Controller and the Analytics Processor are on separate hosts. If you are using SaaS EUM,
you must use SaaS Analytics.  If you are using the on-prem EUM Server, you must use an
on-prem Analytics Processor instance.

Deployment Options Summary

To summarize the scenarios, when planning your deployment, consider the following:  

Are you implementing Application Analytics as a SaaS or an on-premise solution? 
If SaaS, the Analytics Processor is provided as part of the SaaS service. 
If on premises:

Install the Analytics Processor on a machine different from the Controller
machine.
Install the Analytics Processor as a cluster, supervised by one or more
ZooKeeper instances (production) new in 4.0.1

For each monitored machine, are you capturing log data, transaction data, or both?
If log data only, install either the Standalone Machine Agent (Java) or the Analytics
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2.  

Agent application (.NET) on the host and enable the App Agent Plugin.
If log data and transaction data, install either the Standalone Machine Agent (Java) or
the Analytics Agent application (.NET) on the host and enable the App Agent Plugin.
If transaction data only, install either the Standalone Machine Agent (Java) or the
Analytics Agent application (.NET) on each host or use a common Analytics Agent
instance that is shared.  Enable the App Agent Plugin on each host. 

The following topics describe how to install the components: 

Installing Agent Side Components: You need to perform these steps whether you are using
the on-premise or the SaaS form of the Application Analytics product. 
Installing Server Side Components: You need to perform these steps only if you are using
the on-premise Application Analytics product.  

Download the Software

For SaaS Deployments, the agent-side distribution archives for AppDynamics Application
Analytics are available on the  . AppDynamics SaaS Download Zone

For On-Premise Deployments, please reach out to your AppDynamics Account Manager.

Installing Agent-Side Components

Check Your App Agents
Enable the Analytics Agent and Plugin

For all AppDynamics Application Analytics deployments, you must enable the Analytics Agent-side
components. This section takes you through the steps to set up each component. 

As described in  , whether you enable one or many AnalyticsDeployment Options and Scenarios
Agents for your deployment depends on your requirements.

To gather log data, the machine must have either a Standalone Machine Agent (Java) or the
Analytics Agent application (.NET) deployed, with the App Agent Plugin enabled.
To gather log and transaction data, the machine must have either a Standalone Machine
Agent or the Analytics Agent application deployed, with the App Agent Plugin enabled.
To gather only transaction data, the machine must have an App Agent with the Analytics
plugin enabled. It must also have access to a Standalone Machine Agent (Java) or the
Analytics Agent application (.NET)  somewhere in the environment.

Select the components you need based on your requirements.

Check Your App Agents

To collect transaction data from an application, you must have deployed an appropriate App
Agent. If you are already using AppDynamics APM, there are probably already App Agents in your
environment, but to access the Analytics functionality, the agent must be version 4.0 or later. See I

 and   for more information.  nstrument Java Applications Instrument .NET Applications

https://download.appdynamics.com/browse/zone/1/
https://docs.appdynamics.com/display/PRO40/Instrument+Java+Applications
https://docs.appdynamics.com/display/PRO40/Instrument+Java+Applications
https://docs.appdynamics.com/display/PRO40/Instrument+.NET+Applications
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1.  

2.  

 The Java App Agent and the .NET App Agent are often simply called the Java Agent and the
.NET Agent elsewhere in the documentation.  "App" is added here only for clarity.  

Enable the Analytics Agent and Plugin

The Analytics Agent functionality and the App Agent Plugin are not enabled by default.  Before you
can use Application Analytics, you must:

have a separate Application Analytics license.  See  for moreApplication Analytics Licenses
information
enable the Analytics Agent functionality
enable the App Agent Plugin

Enable the Analytics Agent Extension(Java)

In Java environments, the Analytics Agent functionality is implemented as an extension to the
Standalone Machine Agent.

To enable and set up the Analytics Agent

On each host where the Standalone Machine Agent is deployed and you wish to enable Analytics
Agent functionality, use a text editor to open  >/monitors/analytics<machine-agent-home

 and set the enabled tag to true, saving the file when you are finished.-agent/monitor.xml

<monitor>

    <name>AppDynamics Analytics Agent</name>

    <type>managed</type>

    <!-- Enabling this requires JRE 7 or higher  -->

    <enabled>true</enabled>
...

Then configure your analytics-agent to analytics-processor connectivity:

Open the following file for editing: 

<machine-agent-home>\monitors\analytics-agent\conf\analytics-ag
ent.properties

Change the default URL and, if necessary, port number for the connection to the Analytics
Processor by modifying the   value. Be sure to retain /v1 in the URI.http.event.endpoint
For example: 
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2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

http.event.endpoint=http://<analytics_processor_host:analytics_
processor_port>/v1

Where the host and port are either: https://analytics.api.appdynamics.com:443
 for SaaS-based installations, or whatever host and port you have configured for,/v1

on-premise installations, in clustered environments, often a load balancer.  SaaS
installations can use also use  if desired, in which case the port would be 80.http

Configure the account and account key to which the agent should publish data as the
accountName and accessKey values. For example: 

# The account in the Controller with which this Analytics data
is associated.
http.event.accountName=<global_account_name of the format
customer1_e1092759-c580-4343-a72ce3501e71a268>
http.event.accessKey=<a_long_key_value such as SJ5b2m7d1$354>

The account name is the global account name of the account available on the View License
UI of the Controller. The access key provides an authentication mechanism between the
Controller and the various components of the Application Analytics deployment.  The
accessKey value is generated during the Controller installation process and is also available
on the View License UI of the Controller. The following screenshot shows you where on the
License UI you can find the appropriate values.

If collecting log information on this host, configure log analytics using one or more of the
pipeline templates. For details, see  .Configuring Log Analytics
Save and close the file.  

Enable the Analytics Agent Application (.NET)

For .NET installations, you must install a separate Java-based Analytics Agent application. As
described in  , the agent can run on the same host or on aDeployment Options and Scenarios
 different host from the monitored applications and the App Agent plugin, depending on your use
case.

If you need to connect to the Analytics Processor through a proxy server, see Connect the
 below.Agent to the Analytics Processor through a Proxy
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  
7.  

To install and set up the Analytics Agent 

Unzip the Analytics Agent distribution archive to the installation directory on each target
host. 
Open the following file for editing: 

<analytics-agent-home>\conf\analytics-agent.properties

Change the default URL and, if necessary, port number for the connection to the Analytics
Processor by modifying the  value. Be sure to retain /v1 in the URI.http.event.endpoint
For example: 

http.event.endpoint=http://<analytics_processor_host:analytics_
processor_port>/v1

Where the host and port are either: https://analytics.api.appdynamics.com:443
 for SaaS-based installations, or whatever host and port you have configured for,/v1

on-premise installations, in clustered environments, often a load balancer.  SaaS
installations can use also use   if desired, in which case the port would be 80.http

Configure the account and account key to which the agent should publish data as the
accountName and accessKey values. For example: 

# The account in the Controller with which this Analytics data
is associated.
http.event.accountName=<global_account_name of the format
acme_df521089-8f55-4207-b832-fdfce8dd764a>
http.event.accessKey=cd128a0e-7343-44d1-bd99-c28c83c4498a

The account name is the global account name of the account available on the View License
UI of the Controller. The access key provides an authentication mechanism between the
Controller and the various components of the Application Analytics deployment.  The
accessKey value is generated during the Controller installation process and is also available
on the View License UI of the Controller.

If collecting log information on this host, configure log analytics. For details, see Configuring
.Log Analytics

Save and close the file.  
Start the agent using the analytics-agent start command from the agent bin directory. In the
command pass the properties file for the agent. For example: 

https://docs.appdynamics.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=24094035#AppDynamicsApplicationAnalytics(beta)-configuringloganalytics
https://docs.appdynamics.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=24094035#AppDynamicsApplicationAnalytics(beta)-configuringloganalytics
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7.  

8.  

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  

bin\analytics-agent start -p conf\analytics-agent.properties

 If you need to change any JVM start-up options, use a text editor to modify <analytics
-agent-home>\conf\analytics-agent.vmoptions
Stop the agent by using the analytics-agent stop command from the agent bin directory.

bin\analytics-agent stop

Verify Agent Start

To verify that the Analytics Agent has started, you can look for the following entry in the App Agent
log file: "Started [Analytics] collector"

Enable the Analytics Plugin on the App Agent

Once you have enabled the Analytics Agent functionality, you must enable the Analytics Plugin.

In the Controller UI, use the context menu on the top left to select Analytics. 
Select Configuration.
Select the Application you wish to monitor from the dropdown menu
Check Enable.

Point the Analytics Plugin to an Analytics Agent on a Different Host (Optional)

By default, the Plugin assumes that the Analytics Agent is on the same host. If it is on a host
separate from the monitored application, or you have changed the default ports, you need to tell
the Plugin where the Agent is.  

For Java

 Specify the location of the remote Analytics Agent with a -D parameter to the JVM, as follows:

-Dappdynamics.analytics.agent.url=http://<analytics-agent-ip>:9090/v
1/sinks/bt

Replace   with the hostname of the Analytics Agent<analytics-agent-ip>
for your environment.  

For .NET

Specify the location of the remote Analytics Agent with a .NET environment variable. 

If you need to connect to the Analytics Processor through a proxy server, see Connect the
 below.Agent to the Analytics Processor through a Proxy
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1.  

2.  

Set appdynamics.analytics.agent.   to url http://<analytics-agent-ip>:9090/v1/
sinks/bt

Replace   with the hostname of the Analytics Agent for your<analytics-agent-ip>
environment.

Connect the Agent to the Analytics Processor through a Proxy (Optional)

In some environments you need to connect to the Analytics Processor through a proxy server.

Java: Open <machine-agent-home>\monitors\analytics-agent\conf\analytic
 with a text editor.  s-agent.properties

 Open .NET: <analytics-agent-home>\conf\analytics-agent.properties with
a text editor.
Add this information:

# optional proxy properties
http.event.proxyHost=<your proxy host>
http.event.proxyPort=<your proxy port>
http.event.proxyUsername=<your proxy username, if authentication
is required>
http.event.proxyPassword=<your proxy password, if authentication
is required>

Installing Server-Side Components

You only need to perform this task if you are installing the server components of the Analytics
system yourself rather than using SaaS Application Analytics.  

There are two deployment modes:

Install the Controller and the Analytics Processor on Different Hosts (testing mode)
Install the Controller and Clustered Analytics Processors (production mode)

Install the Controller and the Analytics Processor on Different Hosts

Install and Configure the Controller
Install and Configure the Analytics Processor

The Analytics Processor is used for managing three different types of data: Transaction,
Log, and End User Monitoring. Data from these sources is unbounded, that is, the volume
grows rapidly as load increases and is not internally self-limiting in scope. As such it makes
significant demands on the processing power and storage of its host. Because of this,
installing the Analytics Processor on a host separate from the Controller is necessary even
for testing purposes.

There is a separate instance of the Analytics Processor, usually called the Events Service,
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1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  

5.  
6.  

1.  

2.  

a.  

To run the Analytics Processor on a different host than the Controller, but not set it up as a cluster,
you need to:

Install and Configure the Controller

Install/upgrade the Controller as necessary.
Configure the Controller to find the Analytics Processor.
Copy the Controller key for later use in configuring the Processor.
Start the Controller and use the View License screen to copy the Global Account Name and
Key for later use in configuring the Processor.

Install and Configure the Analytics Processor

Install the Analytics Processor on the separate host.
Set the properties of the Processor using its analytics-all.properties file
Set   and .JAVA_HOME  PATH

Set JVM options, if desired, using analytics-processor.vmoptions and the JAVA_OP
 environment variable.TS

Start the Processor.
Run the healthcheck utility.

Install and Configure the Controller

If you don't already have it, install the latest version of the Controller on the Controller host.
It should be version 4.0 or later. For details, see  . Install the Controller
Configure the Controller to find the Analytics Processor.
Using the   utility: modifyJvmOptions  

Navigate to the Controller home directory and run the   comodifyJvmOptions list
mmand to view the current Java options:

bin/modifyJvmOptions.sh list

On Windows, run the utility as follows: 

that is deployed as part of the standard Controller installation. This instance is deployed in
the Controller home directory and is for the exclusive use of AppDynamic's DB Monitoring
and Application Performance Monitoring functionality.  

This option is for testing purposes.  It is not horizontally scalable. Data processed here can
not be migrated to a clustered environment. For Processor host sizing requirements, see R
equirements for a Stand-alone Analytics Processor Host.

In the following description,  properties refer to the Events Service configuration.local
Leave these properties at the default. Make your changes to the  propertiesserver

https://docs.appdynamics.com/display/PRO40/Install+the+Controller
https://docs.appdynamics.com/display/PRO40/Modify+GlassFish+JVM+Options
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a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

2.  

3.  

bin\modifyJvmOptions.bat list

In the output of the command, find the Analytics store URL options: 

<jvm-options>-Dappdynamics.analytics.local.store.url=http:
//localhost:9080</jvm-options>
<jvm-options>-Dappdynamics.analytics.server.store.url=http
://<host>:<processor_port></jvm-options>

Change the host value of   to theappdynamics.analytics.server.store.url 
host on which you installed the stand-alone Analytics Processor.  The default port,
9080, should be used unless you have modified it using the  <analytics_processo

file on the Processor host. For-all.properties r_home>/conf/analytics
example, to change the hostname  on Linux to myhost.example.com, use this
command:  

bin/modifyJvmOptions.sh add
"-Dappdynamics.analytics.server.store.url=http://myhost.ex
ample.com:9080"

Run the  command again to check that the   value haslist  server.store.url
been changed.  

Copy the Controller key.  In the output of the   command, find the settings for list appdyna
and copy the mics.analytics.server.store.controller.key  <long_generated

You need this value to configure the Analytics Processor itself._value>. 

<jvm-options>-Dappdynamics.analytics.server.store.controller.ke
y=<long_generated_value>/jvm-options>

Start the Controller, open the UI, and navigate to the License screen.  Home -> Settings ->
View License.  Copy the Global Account Name and Access Key from the Account section.
 You need these values to configure the Analytics Processor itself.

 

https://docs.appdynamics.com/display/PRO41/Start+or+Stop+the+Controller
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1.  

2.  

a.  

b.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

Install and Configure the Analytics Processor

The Analytics Processor collects and stores data from the Analytics Agents and makes that data
available to the Controller. This is the component that actually stores your data.

Install the Processor. Unzip the Analytics Processor distribution archive to the desired
directory on the target host. This directory serves as the  <analytics_processor_home>
.

 Adjust path for Windows. 
On the Processor host, open <analytics_processor_home>/conf/analytics-all.
properties with a text editor and modify the following values:

Set the Global Account Name and Key using the values you copied in Step 3 Install
 above.and Configure the Controller

# The account in the Controller to which this Analytics
server is associated.
ad.account.name=<global_account_name of the format
customer1_74678b04-8a71-40ef-acaf-9adb05eeb815>
ad.account.accessKey=<a_long_key_value such as
SJ5b2m7d1$354>

Set the Controller Key using the value you copied in Step 2 Install and Configure the
above.Controller 

ad.accountmanager.key.controller=<long_generated_value>

If not done already, set   to the location of the Java 1.7 JRE on the machine.JAVA_HOME
 Add   to your PATH.  JAVA_HOME/bin  Run "Java -version" to confirm that Java can be
found.  For example:

Prompt$ java -version
java version "1.7.0_51"
Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build 1.7.0_51-b13)
Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM (build 24.51-b03, mixed mode)

If desired, change JVM options - except heap size - using <analytics_processor_home
The default heap size is 1G, which>/conf/analytics-processor.vmoptions. 

should be acceptable in most cases.  To change the heap size, use the   environJAVA_OPTS
ment variable.
Start the processor using the analytics-processor   command from your start <analytics

. Pass the properties file locations in the command. For example: _processor_home>
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./bin/analytics-processor start -y conf/analytics-all.yml -p
conf/analytics-all.properties
or
bin\analytics-processor start -y conf/analytics-all.yml -p
conf/analytics-all.properties

When the processor finishes starting up, the STARTED message appears in screen output. 

6.  Run healthcheck to confirm that the Processor is available and healthy. From the
Processor host:

java -jar
analytics-processor/bin/tool/analytics-processor-tool-healthcheck.jar
-hp localhost:9081 // unless you have changed this in
analytics-all.properties

Requirements for a Stand-alone Analytics Processor Host

The host for the processor should meet the following requirements:

Java 1.7 JRE
Minimum of 40 GB extra disk space
64-bit Windows or Linux operating system
Processing: 1 core
4 GB of JVM heap

Note that these are the minimum requirements. The actual system resources required depend
upon the nature of your application and its workload. You should   test Applicationthoroughly
Analytics to arrive at the numbers appropriate for you.  

Install the Controller and Clustered Analytics Processor

You can stop the processor at any time by running this command from your <analy
 home directory:tics_processor_home>

./bin/analytics-processor stop
or
bin\analytics-processor stop

If you are upgrading from 3.9 to 4.0 or 4.0.1 or 4.0 to 4.0.1 and your processor is installed
on a separate box, you  remove the  directorymust <analytics_processor_home>/lib
from the previous installation before undertaking the upgrade.
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Install and Configure the Controller
Install and Configure the Analytics Processor Cluster
Add Instances to the Processor Cluster
Check Analytics Processor Cluster Settings
OS Tuning for Linux

To install the Analytics Processor in a clustered environment, you need to:

Install and Configure the Controller

Install/upgrade the Controller as necessary.
Configure the Controller to find the Analytics Processor cluster.
Copy the Controller key for later use in configuring the Processor cluster.
Start the Controller and use the View License screen to copy the Global Account Name and
Key for later use in configuring the Processor cluster.

Install and Configure the Analytics Processor Cluster

ZooKeeper

Install the ZooKeeper instances.
Set the properties of the ZooKeeper instances using their analytics-zookeeper.prope

 files.rties

Set   and  .JAVA_HOME PATH

Start the ZooKeeper instances.

API-STORE

Install the API-STORE instances.
Set the properties of the API-STORE instances using their analytics-api-store.prop

 files.erties

Set   and  .JAVA_HOME PATH

Start the API-STORE instances

This option is fully horizontally scalable.  It can be used for production environments.

Install and Configure the Controller

If you don't already have it, install the latest version of the Controller on the Controller host.
It should be version 4.0 or later. For details, see  . Install the Controller
Configure the Controller to find the Analytics Processor Cluster.
Using the   utility:  modifyJvmOptions

There is a separate instance of the Analytics Processor, usually called the Events Service,
that is deployed as part of the standard Controller installation. This instance is deployed in
the Controller home directory and is for the exclusive use of AppDynamic's DB Monitoring
and Application Performance Monitoring functionality.

In the following description,  properties refer to the Events Service configuration.local
Leave these properties at the default. Make your changes to the  propertiesserver

https://docs.appdynamics.com/display/PRO40/Install+the+Controller
https://docs.appdynamics.com/display/PRO40/Modify+GlassFish+JVM+Options
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b.  

c.  

d.  

From the Controller home directory, run the   command tomodifyJvmOptions list
view the current Java options:

bin/modifyJvmOptions.sh list

On Windows, run the utility as follows: 

bin\modifyJvmOptions.bat list

In the output of the command, find the Analytics server store URL option: 

<jvm-options>-Dappdynamics.analytics.server.store.url=http
://<host>:<processor_port></jvm-options>

Change the host value of     to theappdynamics.analytics.server.store.url
host on which you are installing the API-STORE instance.  The default port, 9080,
should be used unless you have modified it using the  <analytics_processor_ho

file on the API-STORE host. If.properties me>/conf/analytics-api-store
you are installing multiple instances of the API-STORE, use a load balancer in front of
them and change this value to that of the load balancer. For example, to change the
hostname to myhost.example.com on Linux, use this command:  

bin/modifyJvmOptions.sh add
"-Dappdynamics.analytics.server.store.url=http://myhost.ex
ample.com:9080"

Run the   command again to check that the   value has beenlist server.store.url
changed.

3.  In the output of the list command, find the settings for appdynamics.analytics.serve
and copy the You need thisr.store.controller.key   <long_generated_value>.  

value to configure the Processor Cluster:

<jvm-options>-Dappdynamics.analytics.server.store.controller.key=<lo
ng_generated_value>/jvm-options>

4.  , open the UI, and navigate to the License screen.  Home -> Settings ->Start the Controller
View License.  Copy the Global Account Name and Access Key from the Account section.
 You need these values to configure the Processor Cluster.

https://docs.appdynamics.com/display/PRO40/Start+or+Stop+the+Controller
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a.  

 

 

Install and Configure the Analytics Processor Cluster

The Analytics Processor cluster is made up of two different component types: the actual Analytics
store component, called Analytics API-STORE, and the cluster co-ordinator component, called
Analytics ZooKeeper, which uses a version of Apache   to provide distributed servicesZooKeeper
to the cluster.  Both components are delivered as part of the same distribution archive - whether
an instance functions as an API-STORE component or as a ZooKeeper component depends on
configuration.  

Install and Configure a ZooKeeper Instance of the Analytics Processor

The number of Zookeeper instances in the cluster   always be odd, for example, 1 or 3 or 5.must
 There must always be at least one ZooKeeper instance per cluster.

Unzip the Analytics Processor distribution archive to the desired directory on the target host.
 This directory serves as the  <analytics_processor_home>.

 Adjust path for Windows. 
Open <analytics_processor_home>/  fconf/analytics-zookeeper.properties
or each instance with a text editor and modify the following values:

Add the host and port information for all the servers in the ZooKeeper ensemble.  

# Servers in the ZooKeeper ensemble. This current server is
also supposed to be part of the ensemble.
ad.zookeeper.server0.info=localhost:11101:11102
ad.zookeeper.server1.info=
ad.zookeeper.server2.info=
ad.zookeeper.server3.info=
ad.zookeeper.server4.info=

If your installation is using only a single ZooKeeper instance, editing this property is

It is possible to launch different versions of the Analytics Processor from the same
directory on the same machine. If you chose to use this option and you are launching
both an API-STORE and a ZooKeeper component from that same directory, you may
want to differentiate the JVM heap settings for API-STORE components and
ZooKeeper components (ZooKeeper requiring a smaller heap) by using  standard exp

 command line heap ( <size> <size>) options as part ofort JAVA_OPTS -Xmx -Xms
your start-up sequence.

http://zookeeper.apache.org/
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E19900-01/819-4742/abeik/index.html
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b.  

c.  

3.  

4.  

optional.
If you are running multiple ZooKeeper instances , create a copy on a single machine
of the entire file analytics-zookeeper.properties for each instance, with each

In eachfile given a unique name, like analytics-zookeeper-2.properties. 
file, find this section:

# To run multiple instances of this process provide an
unique value for this property.
# This value will be used to name all the log files
produced by this process and the process id file.
ad.process.name=analytics-zookeeper

Each instance must have a separate   value.ad.process.name

If you are running multiple ZooKeeper instances  , create a copyon a single machine
of the entire file analytics-zookeeper.properties for each instance, with each

 Thesefile given a unique name, like analytics-zookeeper-2.properties.
ports must be unique per instance:

ad.dw.http.port=<default is 9050>
ad.dw.http.adminPort=<default is 9051>
ad.zookeeper.port=<default is 2181>

If not done already, set   to the location of the Java 1.7 JRE on the machine.JAVA_HOME
 Add   to your PATH.  JAVA_HOME/bin  Run "Java -version" to confirm that Java can be
found.  For example:

Prompt$ java -version
java version "1.7.0_51"
Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build 1.7.0_51-b13)
Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM (build 24.51-b03, mixed mode)

Start the ZooKeeper instance:

./bin/analytics-processor start -y conf/analytics-zookeeper.yml
-p conf/analytics-zookeeper.properties 

To start multiple ZooKeeper instances  , use the unique on a single machine prope
 filename to start each instance.  For example:rties

./bin/analytics-processor start -y
conf/analytics-zookeeper.yml -p
conf/analytics-zookeeper-2.properties 
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1.  

2.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

Sizing for ZooKeeper Nodes

Profile type Heap Size

Medium 2GB

Large 2GB

Install and Configure an API-STORE Instance of the Analytics Processor

There must be at least three API-STORE nodes. The API-STORE instances of the Analytics
Processor collect and store data from the Analytics Agents and make that data available to the
Controller. This is the component type that actually stores your data.

Unzip the Analytics Processor distribution archive to the desired directory on the target host.
This directory serves as the  <analytics_processor_home>.

 Adjust path for Windows. 
Open <analytics_processor_home>/  fconf/analytics-api-store.properties
or each instance with a text editor  .and modify the following values

Use this section to set the cluster name:

ad.es.cluster.name=appdynamics-analytics-cluster

 If you are setting up a single cluster, this value can remain as it is.  If you are setting
up multiple clusters, each cluster must have a unique name.
Next look for this section to set up the minimum number of master nodes:

# To run this service in a fault tolerant/high availability
mode
# multiple copies of this service can be brought up. So,
the replication
# factor should be increased to a number such that there
are sufficient
# service instances running with these flags to ensure that
data is
# not lost in case one or more services fail.
ad.es.node.minimum_master_nodes=1

 This value should be set to (n/2 + 1) where n is the total number of API-STORE
nodes in the cluster.
Use this section to configure the location of the ZooKeeper node(s):

# Set this to a comma-separated list of host:port of
zookeeper nodes (one is also sufficient)
ad.zookeeper.connect=localhost:2181
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e.  

f.  

g.  

3.  

 If you are using a single ZooKeeper instance, change   to the node namelocalhost
on which your ZooKeeper instance is running.  The port can stay as it is.  For multiple
instances, use a comma-separated list.  For example: analytics-05:2181,
analytics-03:2185.

Next set up multicasting:

ad.es.node.multicast.group=224.2.2.4

Provide the correct multicast group.  The default value should be fine unless your
environment uses a different one. 
Then the network settings:

# See
http://www.elasticsearch.org/guide/en/elasticsearch/refere
nce/current/modules-network.html#modules-network
ad.es.node.network.publish.host=localhost

 If your nodes are configured for IPV4, set the property to the value "_non_loopback
 ".  If IPV6,:ipv4_  to the value " "._non_loopback:ipv6_

Find this section:

ad.accountmanager.key.controller=07329426-fa86-4f27-a81f-2
6da1b36e315

Add the Controller key value you copied in   of Step 3 Install and Configure the
 above.Controller

Find this section:

# The account in the Controller to which this Analytics
server is associated.
ad.account.name=analytics-customer1
ad.account.accessKey=SJ5b2m7d1$354

Replace with the Global Account Name and Access Key you copied in   of Step 4 Instal
 the Controller above.l and Configure

If not done already, set   to the location of the Java 1.7 JRE on the machine.JAVA_HOME
 Add   to your PATH.  JAVA_HOME/bin  Run "Java -version" to confirm that Java can be
found.  For example:
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5.  

1.  

2.  

Prompt$ java -version
java version "1.7.0_51"
Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build 1.7.0_51-b13)
Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM (build 24.51-b03, mixed mode)

If desired, change JVM options - except heap size - using <analytics_processor_home
The default heap size is 1G, which>/conf/analytics-processor.vmoptions. 

should be acceptable in most cases.  To change the heap size, use the   environJAVA_OPTS
ment variable.
Start the API-STORE instance:

./bin/analytics-processor start -y conf/analytics-api-store.yml
-p conf/analytics-api-store.properties

Sizing for API-Store Nodes

The clustered Analytics Processor is horizontally scalable, which means that to increase data
storage, you simply  new API-STORE nodes to the cluster.  Hardware requirements depend onadd 
the size of the underlying hosts, in terms of RAM and disk space - bigger hosts require fewer
nodes to handle the same traffic. The following are relative suggestions for sizing:

1 GB of disk space per 1 million events, replicated, to a total of 2 GB overall
Heap size should be approximately half of the total RAM, with the rest left for the OS file
system cache.  Typically you need at least a few GBs of heap at a minimum.

Add Instances to the Processor Cluster

The clustered Analytics Processor is horizontally scalable.  Use these instructions to add instances
to the cluster.

Add ZooKeeper Instances to the Cluster

Most installations should use 1 - 3 ZooKeeper instances.  Remember the number of instances
must always be odd.

To add new ZooKeeper instances to the cluster, update the following property in <analyti
cs_processor_home>/ for   instance.conf/analytics-zookeeper.properties  each

ad.zookeeper.server0.info=localhost:11101:1110
ad.zookeeper.server1.info=analytics-04.corp.mycompany.com:11101
:1110
ad.zookeeper.server2.info=analytics-08.corp.mycompany.com:11101
:1110

 
If you are running multiple ZooKeeper instances on the same machine, each instance must
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2.  

have a unique value for ad.process.name and unique ports for ad.dw.http.port, ad
See   above..dw.http.adminPort, and ad.zookeeper.port.  Steps 2b and C

Add API-STORE Instances to the Cluster

Install as in  . Configure and Run an API-STORE Instance of the Analytics Processor

Check Analytics Processor Cluster Settings

To make sure all the nodes have formed the cluster, on any node running an API-STORE
instance, issue the following command:

java -jar bin/tool/tool-healthcheck.jar -hp localhost:9081

 If you have changed the value of  use that port value instead.ad.dw.http.adminPort, 
 The   flag also supports a comma separated list, for example: -hp localhost:9080,10.y.x.z:
9081.

You should get a response something like this:

[OK
{
  "analytics-api-es" : {
    "healthy" : true
  },
  "analytics-api-es / Build information" : {
    "healthy" : true,
    "message" : "A message, timestamp: 2015-01-15 22:07:53"
  },
  "analytics-api-es / Resource [v1/admin - rollover]" : {
    "healthy" : true,
    "message" : "Rates (Avg per second. Avg of last 5 min) success:
[0.000], user error: [0.000], timeout: [0.000], error: [0.000]"
  },
  "analytics-api-es / Resource [v1/events - account lookup]" : {
    "healthy" : true,
    "message" : "Rates (Avg per second. Avg of last 5 min) success:
[0.000], user error: [0.000], timeout: [0.000], error: [0.000]"
  },
  "analytics-api-es / Resource [v1/events - delete]" : {
    "healthy" : true,
    "message" : "Rates (Avg per second. Avg of last 5 min) success:

It is possible to run a stand-alone instance of the Analytics Processor on the same
machine as one or more members of a clustered instance. To make sure the
stand-alone instance does not join the cluster, provide the stand-alone Processor with
a unique cluster name, using the property in ad.es.cluster.name <analytics_p
rocessor_home>/conf/analytics-all.properties

http://ad.process.name
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[0.000], user error: [0.000], timeout: [0.000], error: [0.000]"
  },
  "analytics-api-es / Resource [v1/events - get]" : {
    "healthy" : true,
    "message" : "Rates (Avg per second. Avg of last 5 min) success:
[1.482e-313], user error: [1.482e-313], timeout: [0.000], error:
[0.000]"
  },
  "analytics-api-es / Resource [v1/events - publish]" : {
    "healthy" : true,
    "message" : "Rates (Avg per second. Avg of last 5 min) success:
[0.000], user error: [0.000], timeout: [0.000], error: [0.000]"
  },
  "analytics-api-es / Resource [v1/events - register]" : {
    "healthy" : true,
    "message" : "Rates (Avg per second. Avg of last 5 min) success:
[1.482e-313], user error: [0.000], timeout: [0.000], error: [0.000]"
  },
  "analytics-api-es / Resource [v1/events - search]" : {
    "healthy" : true,
    "message" : "Rates (Avg per second. Avg of last 5 min) success:
[1.482e-313], user error: [1.482e-313], timeout: [0.000], error:
[1.482e-313]"
  },
  "analytics-api-es / Resource [v1/events - update]" : {
    "healthy" : true,
    "message" : "Rates (Avg per second. Avg of last 5 min) success:
[0.000], user error: [0.000], timeout: [0.000], error: [0.000]"
  },
  "analytics-api-es / Resource [v1/events - upsert]" : {
    "healthy" : true,
    "message" : "Rates (Avg per second. Avg of last 5 min) success:
[1.482e-313], user error: [0.000], timeout: [0.000], error: [0.000]"
  },
  "analytics-api-es / elasticsearchsinglenodemodule" : {
    "healthy" : true,
    "message" : "Current [cluster-name] cluster state: [GREEN], data
nodes: [3], nodes: [3], active shards: [8], relocating shards: [0],
unassigned shards: [0], timed out: [false]"
  },
  "analytics-api-es / rolling index management" : {
    "healthy" : true
  },
  "deadlocks" : {
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    "healthy" : true
  }
}]

OS Tuning for Linux

The following are recommendations for optimizing Analytics performance using Linux hosts.

Using a text editor, open   and add these properties:/etc/sysctl.conf

fs.file-max=819200        # raise the number of open files
vm.swappiness=1           # avoid swapping unless absolutely
necessary
vm.max_map_count=262144   # Analytics mmaps quite a few files

Using a text editor, raise the open file limit in  /etc/security/limits.conf. 

<username-running-analytics>     soft    nofile          96000
<username-running-analytics>     hard    nofile          96000

So if you are running Analytics as the user  , you would use that name as theappdynamics
first entry.
Disabling transparent huge pages is highly advisable, due to JVM garbage collection issues.
 Using a text editor, add the following to the end of / :etc/rc.local

if test -f /sys/kernel/mm/transparent_hugepage/enabled; then
  echo never > /sys/kernel/mm/transparent_hugepage/enabled
fi

if test -f /sys/kernel/mm/transparent_hugepage/defrag; then
   echo never > /sys/kernel/mm/transparent_hugepage/defrag
fi

If you are using SSD disks, we advise using the   disk scheduler. Using a text editor,noop
add the following to the end of  / :etc/rc.local

for i in /sys/block/sd*; do
    echo "noop" > $i/queue/scheduler
done

 

Configuring Data Sources for the Analytics Plugin
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2.  

Once you have enabled Application Analytics, you need to configure the Plugin to collect the data
in which you are interested.  

If you aren't there, go to the Configuration page: 

In the Controller UI, use the context menu on the top left to select Analytics. 
Select Configuration.

You configure   by enabling existing Data Collectors, either HTTP Request orTransaction Analytics
Method Invocation, or by creating new ones.  

You configure   by creating a job file.  The job file specifies the location of the sourceLog Analytics
log file, the pattern for structuring the records in the log, and other options for capturing records
from the log source.

User Activity Analytics, an alternate view of Web EUEM data, is  .  It uses thein beta for 4.0.1
default EUEM Event Store and in the beta requires no configuration.  If you are using an
on-premise Analytics Processor, however, and an on-premise EUM Server you do need to
configure the Server to send its data to the Processor. See Install and Configure the On-Premise

.EUM Server

Configuring Transaction Analytics

Select the Business Transactions that Should Report
Data
Set Up Default HTTP Request Data Collector
Set Up Method Invocation Data Collectors

  

Transaction Analytics can use any pre-existing Data Collectors - HTTP Request or Method
Invocation.  You can also create new ones to use just for Analytics.

 Make sure you have installed and configured the components described in Installing
 and, if necessary,   before attemptingAgent-Side Components Installing Server-Side Components

to configure Transaction Analytics.

Select the Business Transactions that Should Report Data

Transaction data sent by the Analytics Agent is organized and stored in Analytics per Business
Transaction, the same Business Transactions that are already configured on the APM product
module. So all business data associated with a distributed business transaction (for example, Che
ckout) is already processed and stored as a single event in Analytics. This makes search and
analyze functions extremely simple as you can focus only on the relevant Business Transactions.

 you can collect transaction data, however, you must first specify globally which businessBefore
transactions from the application you are using should report their data.  

 Even if you have pre-existing Data Collectors defined, you will not get any Analytics data unless
you make sure that the appropriate business transactions are in the list on the left. 

https://docs.appdynamics.com/display/PRO40/Install+and+Configure+the+On-Premise+EUM+Server#InstallandConfiguretheOn-PremiseEUMServer-onpreman
https://docs.appdynamics.com/display/PRO40/Install+and+Configure+the+On-Premise+EUM+Server#InstallandConfiguretheOn-PremiseEUMServer-onpreman
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Set Up Default HTTP Request Data Collector

There is a default HTTP Request Data Collector, but you need to make sure that it is enabled for
Analytics.

In this case, the default collector is not enabled.  Select the Default Collector and click Edit.  In the
pop-up screen, make sure Transaction Analytics is checked.

You can create new HTTP Request collectors using the Add button. See Configure Data
 for an overview of the process.  Collectors

 Always make sure to click the  button toConfigure Transactions Using this Data Collector 
confirm you have enabled the appropriate Business Transactions.

Set Up Method Invocation Data Collectors

You can also use the   screen to edit any existing or to create newAnalytics -> Configuration
Method Invocation Data Collectors.  Open the   panel. TheMethod Invocation Data Collectors
process is essentially the same as described in  .  Make sure that you:Configure Data Collectors

check the Transaction Analytics check box to use this collector for Application Analytics
check the Configure Transactions popup to confirm you have enabled the appropriate
Business Transactions.

https://docs.appdynamics.com/display/PRO40/Configure+Data+Collectors
https://docs.appdynamics.com/display/PRO40/Configure+Data+Collectors
https://docs.appdynamics.com/display/PRO40/Configure+Data+Collectors
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Configuring Log Analytics

Set Up Log Analytics 
Troubleshoot Logs
Troubleshoot Patterns (new in 4.0.1)

To capture and present log records as analytics data, you must configure one or more   log sources
for the Analytics Agent. Once set up, the log source is used by the Analytics Agent to import
records from the log file, structure the records according to your configuration, and send the data
to the Analytics Processor. From there, the Controller presents the data in the Application
Analytics UI. 

 Make sure you have installed and configured the components described in Installing
 and, if necessary,   before attemptingAgent-Side Components Installing Server-Side Components

to configure Log Analytics.

Set Up Log Analytics 

The general steps to configure log analytics are: 

Describe the Log Source in a Job File
Reuse or Create New Grok Expressions 
Verify Analytics Agent Properties

Describe the Log Source in a Job File 

Each log source is represented by a job file. A job file is a configuration file that specifies the
location of the source log file, the pattern for structuring the records in the log, and other options
for capturing records from the log source.

To define a source, you create a job file (or modify one of the samples) in the Analytics Agent
configuration directory. The Analytics Agent include sample job files for Glassfish, OSX log, and
others. 

The job files are located in the following directory:

job/ <Analytics_Agent_Home>/conf/

The agent reads the job files in the directory dynamically, so you can add job files in the directory
without restarting the agent.   

To configure a job file, use the following configurable settings in the file: 

Enabled: Determines whether this log source is active. Set the value of this setting to true to
have the Analytics Agent attempt to capture records from this log source.   
File: The location and name of the log file to serve as a log source. This must be on the local
machine. 

 If you are using a wildcard for the filename,  you must surround it with quotes.  For
example, nameGlob: "*.log".
Multiline: For log file formats that may include log records that span multiple lines, configure
the multiline setting and indicate how the individual records in the log file can be identified. A
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typical example of a multiline log record is one that includes a Java exception. If the log
source includes multiline records, use either of the following settings to identify the lines that
comprise continuation lines in a multi-line log record: 

startsWith: A simple prefix that matches the start of the continuation lines for a
multiline log record. 
regex: A regular expression that matches any identifying feature in the continuation
lines of a multiline log record.  
 If the particular format of a multi-line log file does not permit reliable continuation lineNote:

matching by regular expression, you may choose to use a single line format. For most types
of logs, this would result in the capture of the majority of log records.  
Fields: The fields are used to specify the context of the log data in the Controller UI, by
application name, tier name, and so on. Specify the fields as free form, key-value pairs. 
grok: The grok field specifies the patterns by which the data in the unstructured log record is
mapped to structured analytics fields. It associates a named grok expression (as defined in
a .grok file in the   directory) to a field in the data<Analytics_Agent_home>/conf/grok
as structured by the agent.  For example:

grok:
  pattern: "\\[%{LOGLEVEL:logLevel}%{SPACE}\\] 
\\[%{DATA:threadName}\\]  \\[%{J
AVACLASS:class}\\]  %{GREEDYDATA:logMessage}"

In this case, the grok-pattern name LOGLEVEL is matched to an analytics data field named
logLevel. The regular expression that is specified by the name LOGLEVEL is defined in the
file   in the   directory. For more about Grok expressions, see grok-patterns.grok grok R

.euse or Create Grok Expressions
eventTimestamp: This setting defines the pattern for the timestamp associated with
captured data.  

Reuse or Create Grok Expressions 

Grok is a way to define and use complex, nested regular expressions in an easy to read and use
format. Regexes defining discrete elements in a log file are mapped to grok-pattern names, which
can also be used to create more complex patterns. Grok-pattern names for many of the common
types of data found in logs are already created for you. A list of basic grok-pattern names and their
underlying structures can be seen here:

/conf/grok/grok-patterns.grok<Analytics_Agent_Home>

The   directory also contains samples of more complex definitions customized for variousgrok
common log types -    , etc.java.grok, mongodb.grok

Additional grok patterns can be seen here: https://grokdebug.herokuapp.com/patterns#

Once the grok-pattern names are created, they are then associated in the jobs file with field
identifiers that become the analytics keys. The basic building block is %{grok-pattern name:i

, where   is the grok pattern that knows about the type of datadentifier} grok-pattern name
in the log you want to fetch (based on a regex definition) and identifier is your identifier for the
kind of data, which becomes the analytics key.  So    would select an IP address in%{IP:client}
the log record and map it to the key   client.

https://docs.appdynamics.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=27263121#CopyofAppDynamicsApplicationAnalytics(beta)-grokexpressions
https://docs.appdynamics.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=27263121#CopyofAppDynamicsApplicationAnalytics(beta)-grokexpressions
https://grokdebug.herokuapp.com/patterns
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Custom grok patterns

Complex grok patterns can be created using nested basic patterns.  For example, from the mongo
 file:db.grok

MONGO_LOG %{SYSLOGTIMESTAMP:timestamp} \[%{WORD:component}\]
%{GREEDYDATA:message}

It is also possible to create entirely new patterns using regular expressions.  For example, the
following line from   defines a grok pattern named  .java.grok JAVACLASS

JAVACLASS (?:[a-zA-Z$_][a-zA-Z$_0-9]*\.)*[a-zA-Z$_][a-zA-Z$_0-9]*

Because   is defined in a .  file in the   directory it can be used as if it were aJAVACLASS grok grok
basic grok pattern.  In a jobs file, you can use the   pattern match as follows:JAVACLASS

grok:
  pattern: ".... \[%{JAVACLASS:class}\\]

In this case, the field name as it appears in the Application Analytics UI would be "class". For a full
example, see the following files: 

Job file: <Analytics_Agent_Home>/conf/job/sample-analytics-log.job
Grok file: <Analytics_Agent_Home>/conf/grok/java.grok

 Verify Analytics Agent Properties

In addition to configuring the log source in the job file as described above, you should verify the
settings in the   file in the  directory. In the file: analytics-agent.properties conf 

http.event.endpoint should be the location of the Analytics Processor. 
The   and   settings should be set tohttp.event.accountName http.event.accessKey
the name and the key of the account in the Controller UI with which the logs should be
associated. By default, they are set to the built-in account for a single tenancy Controller.   
The   setting specifies where the log configuration files arepipeline.poll.dir
located. This would not normally be changed, unless you want to keep your files in a
different location.

Troubleshoot Logs

If log capture is working correctly, logs should start appearing in the Log tab in the Analytics UI. It
can take some time for logs to start accumulating. Note the following troubleshooting points:  

If nothing appears in the log view, try searching over the past 24 hours. 
Timezone discrepancies between the logs and local machine can cause log entries to be
incorrectly excluded based on the selected timeframe in the Controller UI. To remediate, try
setting the log files and system time to UTC or logging the timezone with the log message to
verify. 
An inherent delay in indexing may result in the "last minute" view in the UI consistently
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yielding no logs. Increase the time range if you encounter this issue.

Troubleshoot Patterns (new in 4.0.1)

To help you troubleshoot the data extraction patterns in your job file, you can use the two debug
REST endpoints in the Analytics Agent:

http://<Analytics_Agent_host>:<Analytics_Agent_http_port>/debug/grok: For testing grok
patterns
http://<Analytics_Agent_host>:<Analytics_Agent_http_port>/debug/timestamp: For testing
timestamp patterns

  In the following examples, the Analytics Agent host is assumed to be   and thelocalhost
Analytics Agent port is assumed to be  .  To configure the port on your Agent, use  the9090
property   in ad.dw.http.port <Analytics_Agent_Home>/conf/analytics-agent.prop
erties.

The Grok Endpoint

The Grok tool works in two modes: extraction from a single line  log and extraction from a
multi-line log.  To get a description of usage options:

curl -X GET http://localhost:9090/debug/grok 

Single Line

In this mode you pass in (as a POST request) a sample line from your log and the grok pattern you
are testing, and you receive back the data you passed in organized as key/value pairs, where the
keys are your identifiers.

curl -X POST http://localhost:9090/debug/grok --data-urlencode
"logLine=LOG_LINE" --data-urlencode "pattern=PATTERN"

 For example, the input:

curl -X POST http://localhost:9090/debug/grok --data-urlencode
"logLine=[2014-09-04T15:22:41,594Z]  [INFO ]  [main] 
[o.e.j.server.handler.ContextHandler]  Started
i.d.j.MutableServletContextHandler@2b3b527{/,null,AVAILABLE}"
--data-urlencode "pattern=\\[%{LOGLEVEL:logLevel}%{SPACE}\\] 
\\[%{DATA:threadName}\\]  \\[%{JAVACLASS:class}\\] 
%{GREEDYDATA:logMessage}"

would produce this output:
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{
 threadName => main
 logLevel => INFO
 class => o.e.j.server.handler.ContextHandler
 logMessage => Started
i.d.j.MutableServletContextHandler@2b3b527{/,null,AVAILABLE}
}

The input:

curl -X POST http://localhost:9090/debug/grok --data-urlencode
"logLine=2010-05-05,500.98,515.72,500.47,509.76,4566900,509.76"
--data-urlencode
"pattern=%{DATE:quoteDate},%{DATA:open},%{DATA:high},%{DATA:low},%{D
ATA:close},%{DATA:volume},%{GREEDYDATA:adjClose}"

would produce this output:

{
 open => 500.98
 adjClose => 509.76
 volume => 4566900
 quoteDate => 10-05-05
 high => 515.72
 low => 500.47
 close => 509.76
}

Multi-line

The multi-line version uses a file stored on the local filesystem as the source input.

curl -X POST http://localhost:9090/debug/grok --data-urlencode
"logLine=`cat FILE_NAME`" --data-urlencode "pattern=PATTERN"

where FILE_NAME is the full path filename of the file that contains the multi-line log.

The Timestamp Endpoint

The timestamp tool extracts the timestamp from a log line.

To get a description of usage options: 

curl -X GET http://localhost:9090/debug/timestamp
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In this mode you pass in (as a POST request) a sample line from your log and the timestamp
pattern you are testing, and you receive back the timestamp contained within the log line.

curl -X POST http://localhost:9090/debug/timestamp --data-urlencode
"logLine=LOG_LINE" --data-urlencode "pattern=PATTERN"

For example, the input:

curl -X POST http://localhost:9090/debug/timestamp --data-urlencode
"logLine=[2014-09-04T15:22:41,237Z]  [INFO ]  [main] 
[io.dropwizard.server.ServerFactory]  Starting DemoMain"
--data-urlencode "pattern=yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss,SSSZ"

would produce this output:

{
 eventTimestamp => 2014-09-04T15:22:41.237Z
}

The input:

curl -X POST http://localhost:9090/debug/timestamp --data-urlencode
"logLine=Nov 17, 2014 8:21:51 AM
com.foo.blitz.processor.core.hbase.coprocessor.endpoint.TimeRollupPr
ocessEndpoint$HBaseDataFetcher callFoo1" --data-urlencode
"pattern=MMM d, yyyy h:mm:ss aa"

would produce this output:

{
 eventTimestamp => 2014-11-17T16:21:51.000Z
}

Using the Application Analytics UI

Navigating to the Analytics UI
Transaction and Log Analytics Workflow

This section provides an overview of how to use the Application Analytics UI. There are essentially
two steps: 

Locate and refine your data set
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Visualize your data set

Navigating to the Analytics UI

Once the Analytics Processor is installed and Analytics is enabled on the Controller, whether
locally by you or in a SaaS environment by AppDynamics, you can navigate to the Analytics
interface from the Controller UI.

To access the Analytics interface, expand the context menu at the top left of the Controller UI and
choose  :Analytics

 This option only shows up in the menu if the Controller can connect to an Analytics Processor.  

At the Analytics main screen, select  or .  You can alsoTransaction Analytics Log Analytics
access the Configuration screen from here.

Transaction and Log Analytics Workflow

Transaction and Log Analytics share the same basic layout.  Use the Search Results tab to select
the data set you wish to interact with and the Dashboard to see visualizations based on that data
set.

Using Search Results

At the very top are named data sets associated with dashboards that have already been defined.
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1.  

2.  
3.  

4.  

5.  

 Create new ones by clicking the plus. 
 

Select the named data set you are interested in using or create a new one.  The example
uses a data set displaying only transactions with a User Experience of Error.  Use the
dropdown triangle to manage this set's lifecycle.
Chose the relevant fields to be displayed using the Fields checkboxes in the left column.
Refine the data set you are interested in exploring by managing Search Criteria. You could,
for example, chose to only display Error User Experience transactions. You can enter
multiple criteria by clicking Add Search Criteria multiple times. Each value is AND'd against
any other criteria you have specified in the field. 
For a quick view of the list item, open the small triangle to the left of the timestamp in the
transaction list.

In Transaction Analytics, to see a transaction flowmap with additional detail, click View
Transaction.  The transaction popup appears.
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5.  

6.  
 
Once you have drilled down to the right data set, click the Dashboard tab to see
visualizations of your selected data and to create new ones.

Using the Dashboard Visualizations

Once you have defined your preferred data set, use the Dashboard tab to visualize the specific
aspects of the data that interest you and to drill down into the relationships you need to
understand. Each visualization type is a widget, and widgets can be added and removed as
desired.  

Build a widget

To add a new visualization widget to an existing Dashboard, or to set up a new Dashboard, click A
dd Widget.

The Widget Builder appears.
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Drag and drop Fields to define the relationship you want to investigate and use the Visualize
column to select the display type you wish to use.

To make this widget a part of your permanent Dashboard, click  Save & Back to Dashboard.

Troubleshooting

For general troubleshooting, check the logs for errors or warnings. The components write log
information as follows:  

Analytics App Agent Plugin: The plugin writes logs to the same file as the App Agent. The
logs are in the following location:
<application_home>/<app_agent_home>/logs 
The primary log file to use for troubleshooting is the file named agent.<timestamp>.log file.
Search the file for messages written by the Analytics service 
The Analytics Agent writes log messages to files in the following directory: 
<analytics_agent_home>/logs 

The Analytics Agents records startup errors to:
<analytics_agent_home>/startup.log

The Analytics Processor writes log messages to files in the following directory: 
<analytics_processor_home>/logs 
In particular, the analytics-all.log file can help you with troubleshooting. 
The Analytics Processor records startup errors to:
<analytics_processor_home>/<analytics_service_name>-startup.log
Where <analytics_service_name> is the process name, like .analytics-zookeeper

In addition to checking log files, try this: 
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Make sure that your configuration files are properly configured with the appropriate account
name and key. Escape slashes in the account name or key values. 

Application Analytics Licenses

On this page:

Application Analytics License Information
License Types
Overages

You acquire your Application Analytics license from your AppDynamics sales representative.

Application Analytics License Information

Your Application Analytics license is separate from your Controller license. 

To view License Information

1. In the upper right section of the Controller UI, click  .Gear Icon -> License

2. See the Application Analytics panel.

License Types

There are two types of licenses associated with Application Analytics:

Transaction Analytics 
Log Analytics

Transaction Analytics

Transaction Analytics licenses are based on two units:

Volume of data: Measured as a specific number of Business Transaction events.  A single
license unit is equal to 0.5 million events per day, purchased per year.
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Retention time: The default retention period is 30 days.  This time period can be increased
to 60 or 90 days.

Log Analytics

Log Analytics licenses are based on two units:

Volume of data: Measured as size of incoming data. A single license unit is equal to 5GB of
incoming data per day, purchased per year.
Retention time: The default retention period is 30 days.  This time period can be increased
to 60 or 90 days.

Overages

How overages are handled is determined by the terms of your Analytics license agreement.  

If your license does not allow overages, AppDynamics stops capturing analytics data after
your limit has been reached.  
If your license does allow overages and your usage exceeds the limit, AppDynamics
continues capturing analytics data and bills you for the overage at the unit rate stipulated by
your license agreement pro-rated over the volume that exceeded the limit.
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